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ORDER

CLI-84- 1-

On June 21, 1984 Marjorie and Norman Aamodt filed a motion with the

Commission alleging that releases of airborne radioactive materials from

the March 28, 1979 accident at THI-2 were substantially greater than have
-- been acknowledged by the licensee, the NRC-staff or the Commonwealth of

- Pennsylvania and that such led to health effects in the local population.

The Aamodts further claim that licensee probably intentionally destroyed
~

radiation release records to prevent the disclosure of the hazard the

accident posed to the health of local residents. The Aamodts' assertions

f regarding purported health effects are based on their analysis of
<

door-to-door interviews that Ms. Marjorie Aamodt, among others, conducted
h

of residents of two areas near the TMI-2 facility. The Aamodts requested
! the Commission.to investigate immediately their allegations and that the
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Consnission defer a decision on Unit I restart until the issues they raise

have been fully resolved.

Both the NRC staff and the licensee filed responses opposing the

request. The NRC staff notes that there have been allegations of adverse

health effects raised by numerous groups in the aftermath of the TMI-2

accident, and that these allegations have been investigated by the NRC,

independent investigatory bodies, and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and

found to be without merit. Staff concludes that nothing in the Aamodts'

" survey" gives cause to question the conclusions previously reached. The

staff further notes that while health effects claims were not evaluated in

the management phase of the restart proceeding, there was extensive

testimony in the emergency planning phase of the proceeding on alleged

thyroid abnormalities and potential fetal health effects downwind of the

plant, and those claims were found by the Licensing and Appeal Board to be

without merit. The staff believes that the charge that licensee has

intentionally destroyed radiation release. records is sheer. speculation

unsupported by evidence and should be given no weight.

! The licensee acknowledges that radiation records are missing, but

emphasizes that it informed the NRC staff that records were missing shcrtly

after the accident. It argues that if the Aamodts wished to raise allega-

tions of intentional withholding of this data as a management integrity

issue in the restart proceeding, they should have done so five years ago.

The licensee also states that the Aamodts' conclusions on health effects

are a direct contradiction to numerous scientific studies performed by a

variety of organizations and that the Commission has before it enough
t
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scientifically-based information to determine that the issues which the

Aamodts attempt to raise need not be further pursued.

After responding to the Aamodts' motion, the NRC staff asked the

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to review the Aamodts' allegations. On I

|

September 7, 1984 CDC sent a three-page critique of the Aamodt's alle- I

gations to the staff. CDC concluded that the Aamodts had not precented

convincing evidence of increased cancer incidence, cancer mortality, or
i

adverse pregnancy outcomes in TMI-I area residents related to the TMI-2

accident.

At an August 15, 1984 Comission meeting, Ms. Aamodt informed the

Comission of a relatively high radiation measurement she had taken

somewhere in the vicinity of the TMI-1 site. Ms. Aamodt stated that she

had measured " ten times background" with a Geiger counter. Subsequently,

the NRC staff, and representatives of EPA and the Comonwealth of

Pennsylvania's Department of Environmental Resources went with the'Aamodts

to three locations selected by the Aamodts. At each of these locations

informal field surveys were taken with portable instrumentation designed to

monitor alpha, gama and beta radiation. No radioactivity beyond

background levels was found at any location. Soil samples were also

collected at each location and a water _ sample was taken at one of the

locations. The analysis of these samples did not produce evidence which

would support the Aamodts' allegations.

Based on the available information the Comission agrees with the

staff and the licensee that the Aamodts have not presented sufficient

reliable information-to show that previous, more comprehensive and

. . - . . - . - --_
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scientific surveys of TMI-2 accident radiation releases are erroneous.1

The Aamodts' informal survey is based entirely on recollections and

opinions and has no scientific basis. The Commission finds this

insufficient to raise serious questions about earlier studies. Those

studies had found that radiation releases from the TMI-2 accident will pose

minimum risks to the population. For example, one study found that the

projected number of excess fatal cancers due to the accident that could

occur over. the remaining lifetime of the population within 50 miles of

TMI-2 is approximately one.2

The Commission notes that the Pennsylvania Department of Health is

continuing to conduct epidemilogical research in the Harrisburg area and is

cognizant of the Aamodts allegations. We presume that this research will

take these allegations into account. Should its studies or other

scientific studies demonstrate that the radiation releases from the TMI-2

accident could pose risks to public health and safety, the Commission will,

not hesitate to take appropriate action. Accordingly, we do not believe

that further investigation by the NRC into this matter is warranted at this

time. Therefore, the Aamodts' motion is denied.

:
1

IThe staff enclosed the list of these studies in an August 31, 1984
memorandum to the Commission.

2See NUREG-0558, supra at p. 2.

!
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Comissioner Bernthal disapproved in part and provided separate views.

Comission Asselstine disapproved and provided additional views.
,

It is so ORDERED.
.

For the Comission*
f

[1,= ~n.J'3
p..

5
~d( Mg.

'" '
SAMUEL J. CHILK

Secretary of tpe Comissionc ,

6
v. . -

* ? ,.. .

-

Dated at Washington, D.C.

this 1 day of k , 1984.:

* Comissioner Zech was absent for the affirmation of this order; if he
had been present he would have approved it. Comissioner Asselstine,<

in order to allow the will.of the majority to prevail, did not
participate in the formal vote.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF C0!il;ISSIOFFF ASSELSTINE

.

The Commissier should do more to resolve the concerns raised by Mr. and

Mrs. Aamodt. The Comission should request that the Pennsylvania

Department of Health review the information submitted by the Aamodts as

well as the various existing studies of the radiological releases from the

TMI accident and their impact on the people surrounding the plant as part
~

of the Department's ongoing epidemiological research efforts. To assist
'

the Department in this effort, the Comission should provide the funds

needed to hire an independent consultant who is expert in the fields of

epidemiology and the health effects of ionizing radiation. I can think of

no more upsetting concern to the people living in the vicinity of the Three,,

Mile Island plant than the possibility that radiation releases from the

accider.t were higher than estimated by previous studies and that such,

!

releases are causing serious health effects. Given the obvious seriousness

of these concerns, we should do more ther just rely on what appears to be a

very cursory review of the Aamodts' infomation by the Centers for Disease
|

| Control. At the same time, I do not find sufficient evidence in the

Aamodts' petition to justify a decision to defer further action in the TM-1

|
restart proceeding at this time.

|
,

;
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL
,

'

In my vote of 30 October 1984 on the above matter, I noted the suggestion
of the Center for Disease Control that "it might still be useful for NRC to
fund additional scientifically valid followup studies in [the TMI area]
population". While rejecting the Aamodt's paper as "not presenting
convincing evidence of cancer incidence, cancer mortality, or adverse
pregnancy outcore in TMI area residents following the [THI-2] accident",
'CDC also provided guidance to the Commission on a worthwhile approach that
might be taken for these " scientifically valid followup studies", to wit:,

"The proper way to address [these] concerns is through the Pennsylvania
Department of Health's TMI followup program".

In my judgment, the Commission must continue to exercise extraordinary
diligence, vigilance, and persistence in this matter, so that to the extent
scientifically possible, all reasonable concerns regarding possible effects
of the TMI-2 accident on citizens in the TMI area may be acted upon or laid
to rest. To demonstrate its commitment to that goal, the Commission
therefore should have carried through on CDC's suggestion, and should have
offered direct support to the Pennsylvania Cepartment of Health's followup
program by contractual or other appropriate arrangement. It is worth
noting in this regard that Dr. George Tokuhata, Director of the Division of
Epidemiology Research of the Pennsylvania Department of Health, in a recent<.

meeting with the TMI-2 advisory Panel committed the expertise of his
Department to continued monitoring of the possible long-term health effects
of the TMI-2 accident.

I therefore cannot support the Commission's disposition of the Aamodt
motion in the terms contained in the current order. I would have taken
action consistent with my comments above.

|
;-
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)| DEPARTMENT OF HEAL.TH & HUMAN SERVKES
Public Mest$ Smiss

-3 -

Centees for Diesses Conwel
Atlanta GA 30333

September 7, 1934

! Wittian A. Mille, Ph.D.

Chief
Hositb Effects Bronsh
Division of Radiation Programa-

and Earth Sciences .

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Nuclear Regulatory Cossnission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Bills

I received the AAMODT document from you and anothat about t'.se same time free
Dr. George Tokuhata of the Pennsylvania Department of Health. Much to my
surprise they are different. The copy you sent is missing pages 2, 4, 6, 9.
11, Figure 1. Affidavits 1, 4, 7, 9 and parts of Affidavin '. and Attachment
2. Dr. Charles 8tutsass, Dr. Matthew Zack and I revioMd the Tokuhata version
end the followins soussenta are a compilation of them.

We believe that there are a number of deficiencies evident la the
-

epidemiologic aspects of the data presented in this report. Following are our~

- combined comments.

1. Fagas 1, 4, Figure 1. The areas listed are outside che highest exposed
areas and away from the predominant ardas (NNW. EltE, 83E) according to
the May 10, 1979; preliminary do,se assessment report.

s

2. Page1,gersgraph3. Who diagnosed the radiation related health
d

effectet Was a physician consulted? What vers the effects or symptomet

3. Fase 1, paragraph 3. Was anyone from the state. EPA, 305, ERC, or USD& -

requestad to investigate the plant problema? ,

4. Fase 3. paragraph 4; page 4. par'agraph's 2 and 4. Appear to represent

interviewer bias.

5. Page 4, paragraph 3. Appears to represent both selection and volunteer
blaa.

6. Page 4, paragraph 4. Was it possible the tussp was pra sent before the TN! .

accidenti ifas date of diagnosis sought?

7. Fase 3, 3.2.a. This is an assertion. What*is the dataf Deaths may be
increased but caneers present before THI.

4. Page 5, 3.2b. and c. All diagnoses and dates of disgr.oses need to be
confirmed by medical records review.

.
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Page 1 - Wittian A. Mills Ph.D.
First hand accounts are starting points not scientific3.26.

Page 5, ions.9.
conclus

.

This data may be misleading be:ausetPage 5, 3.21 and' Figure 2.10. It is incompleterand the diagnoses are unverified.a.
Needs to be age, sex, and race adjusted. Che cassa andb. Date of diagnosia more important than date of death.
deaths were not caused by TMI unless the diagnosis was made at leastc.

a year after the THI event. and should certainly exclude cases
diagnosed before the avant.*

Does not take into account the fact that cancer occurs with a longd.
latent period (i.e., assumes no latency period).
There le no verification that cassa reported were actually the causea.
of death.
The expected numbers should be calculated usins ase, sea, and race,f.
specific death rates, because study population may be either older or
younger than the standard population (under- or over- estimates the
capacted).
Baseline data from the years before the incident may te a better
estimate of expected numbers (also true for page 9).3

" Cancers and other tumora" - specific diagt ones are neededPage 6, 3.22.11. and again deaths are less relevant than date of diagnosis or incidence
data post accident. ,. {.

There is a general biological implausibility of the study inferences and12.
conclusionseCancer incidence within 3 years of exposure (except possibly

Zeukemia) does not allow for an adequate latent period (page 5).a.
I

Latency la characteristic of cancer induced in humans by all types ofb.
radiation, including alpha and beta emitters. This 11 supported by a
large amount of epidemiologic data in exposed populati.one (page 6
paragraph 3).
The effecta listed under Figure'4 would not be seen b 3eaune radiatten
alone does not cause ruptured or collapsed organs, onty blast does

c.

and TMI was not a bo*mb (page 6, 3.23). ,

Should distinguish cenears from benign tumsrs (e.g.,Page 6, 3.22.13.
lymphomas, enlarsed lymph nodes, etc.). .

These are not usable diagnoses, without verification
14. Page 7. Figure 4. -

and some are, biologically implausible.

15. Page 6, Page 7, 3.23. Inadequata data to determine birth defects,
Caesarean section is a mediestaiscarriage and stillbirth rates.

practica option chosen by patient, physician based on u.aternal bone
structure ar condition prior to event, not related to radiation.

The lack of an adequate, contemporary control group for comparison of16. incideoce and mortality rates (e.g. a " low exposure" gros p in the TMI
vicinity) weakens even the possibility of arriving at a a essonable
coeelusion.

.
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Page 3 - Wilitam A. Mills, Ph.D.

17. Without annual comparison data, the conclusion of a:"c'entii.uing" encess'

cancer amortality rata is unfounded.

18. Page 7, 3.14. Affidavits ~are testimony and opinion, not scitatific data.

19. Page 8. 5.0, sentence 1 and 2. Data inadequate to support these
statements.

20. Fase 8. 5.0, sentonce 3. Wars plants inspected / studied'for any causs
except radiation. (e.g. insects, chemicals, plant disassa, and of life
span, ate.)-

21. Page 8, 5.0. The dose estimates presented in this paper of 100+ ran
appear to be based solely on anecdotal reports by'several casidents of
reddening of ths. skin (erythema). Although we agree that trythema can
result from h 4h' dose radiation exposure, not all erythena resulte from
lonizing radiation but from other things such as sunburn, ellergy, drugs,
etc.

22. Page 9, paragraph 1. Discussion confuses cancer . deaths and cancer
incidence. That " life la terminated" more rapidly is a eenclusion
totally unsupported by the data presented.

23. Page 9 paragraph 2. No data is presented to show t)/pt ttere is an
alarming increase in health problems, only a possible, but likely
unrelated, increase in caneer deaths.

This paper does net present convinclug evidence of cancer incia'ence, cancer
mortality, or adversa pregnancy outcome in TMI area residenta l'o11owing the,

: accident. The proper way to address this conearn la through t1.a Pennsylvania
Department of Health's TNT. followup program. The Centers for biseaus control.
National Institutes of Health, and Pennsylvania Health Departmitat ec ab'ined
resources to develop a census of the 0-5 mile residents shortly after the
accident. Although that effort was crit {cised at the time ar. useless it might ,

still be useful' for NRC to fund additional scientifically valief followup
studies in that population. - *

I hope this brief review.is helpful.

|
Sincerelyiyours,
- ,1

.

.

.

. Clyn G. C Idwell, M.D.
.

Assistant Director for Epidemiology
| chronie nieeases Division; .

| Center for Environmental Esalth ,

.

%
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino

Comissicner Roberts
Comissioner Asselstine;

Comissioner barnthal >

'

Comissioner Zech

FROM: William J. Dircks-

. Executive Director for Operations -

'

s. !

SUBJECT: STAFF ACTIONS FROM THE AUGUST 15, 1984

COMMISSION MEETING ON TMI-1 (M840815)
!

At the August 15, 1984 Comission meeting on TMI-1, Comissioner Asselstine,.

in connection with discussions on the Aamodt's cancer survey, requested that
- the staff provide a comprehensive list of the studies and surveys that have'

been performed regarding radiological impacts of.the TMI-2 accident. Such a.

list is provided as Enclosure (1). The staff considers this to be a
reasonably complete bibliography. A brief sumary of the scope and principal
findings from the more significant studies is provided at Enclosure (2). In.

addition,'H. Denton, Director, NRR recomended at the August 15 meeting that
the Comission consider referring the Aamodt's cancer study to a Federal Agency '

-

with expertise in epidemiology, specifically, the Centers for Disease Control
' - (CDC). A proposed letter that the staff recomends the Comission use to make.

such a referral is provided as Enclosure (3). As noted in Enclosure (3),' the4

staff has contacted the CDC on this matter.

: Another issue raised at the August 15 meeting was the extent of the staff's
knowledge of the investigation into the Hartman allegations at the time of
the restart hearings. In this regard. I direct your attention to the recently
released 01 investigation report on TMI-2 leak rate falsification. (provided

. -
,

,.

!
,

Contact:: .

! J. '!an Vliet
: X28213

,

.
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Tnt 'nairman anc -2-
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*ommissioners

,

uncer Ecard Notification BN 84-143, dated August 15,1984) and, in particular,
ex*-bit 3 thereto which provides a summary of the Hartman allegations
investigation as of June 3,1983.

This memorandum and enclosed information were prepared prior to receipt of
Secretary Chilk's August 27, 1984 Staff Requirements Memorandum (M840815).
Any items from Secretary Chilk's memorandum not addressed herein will be
provided prior to September 7, 1984.

.

pignepnVism&Dhts

/ William J. Dircks
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Chronological Bibliography
2. Status Summary -
3. Draft Letter fm Palladino

to Mason
.

cc w/ enclosures:
OPE
OGC
SECY

'

.
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Enclosure 1

CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
-

, -~

1979
.

1. - '"The. 04eal at Three Mile Island, Special Report," Nuclear News,
Apr. 6,1979.

2. "Three Mile Island Nuclear Powerplant Accident," Hearings before
the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation, U.S. Senate Serial No.
96-H12. Parts 1 and 2. Apr.10, 23, and 30, Oct. 2 and 3,1979.

3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, letter from L. Barrett for
Distribution, " Preliminary Estimates of Radioactivity Releases

, from Three Mile Island," Apr. 12, 1979.
,

4. U.S. Department of Energy, " Radiological Response to the Three
Mile Island Accident," Apr. 14, 1979.

a

5. Marshall, E.."A Preliminary Report on Three Mile Island," Science,
Vol 204, 280-281, Apr. 20,1979.

6. Brookhaven National Laboratory, letter from A. Hull to L. ' Deal
(CES), " Revised Population Exposure Estimate in Vicinity of Three
Mile Island Nuclear Power Statiori, 3/28-4/10/79," May 2,1979.

,

7. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, letter from A. Brodsky to
J. Liverinan (DOE) concerning distorted views in article by E.

*

Sternglass, May 28, 1979.

8. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG- " Population Dose
and Health Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear
' Station," May 1979.

9. Metropolitan Edison Company, "Second Interim Report on the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit-2 (TMI-2) Accident," June 15, 1979.

10. Department of Health, Educ0.fon, and Welfare, letter from M. Rosen-
stein to The File, "Sr-90 and Sr-89 Results for Milk Samples Collected
Du. ing the Three Mile Island Accident," June 27, 1979.

11. U.S. Ir . lear itegulatory Commission, letter from L. Gossick to
Senator R. Schweiker describing the public whole body scanning
program following the.TMI-2 accident, July 9,1979.

12. " Assessment of Offsite Radiation Doses from the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 Accident" Woodard, K. , Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. , -

TDR-TMI-ll6, Rev. O, July 31, 1979. *

.
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13. Porter-Gertz Consultants Inc. " Dose Calculations'For The Period 4/29/79- -

4 '
'

5/5/79," PDC-TR-170, Rev.1, Aug. 28,1979.

I 14. " Follow-up Studies on Biological and Health Effects Resulting from the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant Accident of March 28, 1979."
Committee on Federal Research into the Biological Effects of Ionizing

i Radiation, NIH Publication 79-2065, Aug.1979.

! 15. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0600, " Investigation Into the
2 March 28,1979 Three Mile Island Accident by Office of Inspection and
1 Enforcement " Investigative Report No. 50-320/79-10, Aug.1979.
'

/

16. U.S. Department of Energy, memo from K. Miller to J. Harley, " Environ-
j . mental Radiation Near TMI: 5/29/79 - 8/21/79," Sept.11,1979.

17. President's Commission on 'the Accident at Three Mile Island, " Report of '

the Task Group on Health Physics and Dosimetry," Sept. 28, 1979.'

,

; 18. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, memo from R. DeYoung to W. Kreger.
" Calculated Off-Site Iodine-131 Air Concentrations from Three Mile
Island," Oct. 3,1979. .

,

19. . President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, " Report of :

the President's Commis.sion on the Accident at Three Mile Island,"
Oct. 1979.

\
! 20. President's Commission on the Accident at Thret Mile Island, " Report
! of the Radiation Health Effects Task Group," Oct.1979.

21. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-1093, "Three Mile Island
Telephone Survey," C. Flynn, Mountain West Research, Oct.1979. *

22. " Report by the Democratic Members of the Select Three Mile Island Com-,

mittee on House Resolution #48," House of Representatives, Commonwealth
; of Pennsylvania, Nov.* 1979.

*
,

1980 *'

:

! 23. Sternglass, E., " Infant Mortality Changes Following the Three Mile
! !sland Accident," paper presented at the Fifth World Congress of Engi-
| neers and Architects, Jan. 25, 1980.

24 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0637, " Report to the Nuclear '

Regulatory Commission from the Staff Panel on the Commission's Deter-,
,

mination of an Extraordinary Nuclear Occurrence (ENO)", Jan.1980.

i
'

.
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25. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-1215. "The Social and :,

Economic Effects of the Accident at Three Mile Island " C. Flynn, ''

J. Chalmers, Mountain West Research Inc., with Social Impact
Resea rch. - Inc. , _ Jan. 1980. ;

26. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-1250, "Three Mile Island -
A Report to the Commissioners and to the Public." M. Rogovin. NRC

L Special Inquiry Group, Jan.1980.
F
. 27. Pennsylvania Commission on Three Mile Island " Report of the Governor's
| , Commission on Three Mile Island," Feb. 26, 1980.

,
,

28. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency "Long-Term Environmental Radiation4

j Surveillance Plan for Three Mile Island". Mar. 17, 1980.

; 29. Letter from S. Book (Univ. of California) to B. Grimes (NRC). evaluating
'

the E. Sternglass paper entitled " Infant Mortality Changes Following the
Three Mile Island Accident", Mar. 18, 1980. -

i
4

; 30. Houts, P., et al. , " Health-Related Behaviora'l Impact of the Three Mile !
: Island Nuclear Incident," report ' submitted to the TMI Advisory Panel

'
*

'
on Health Research Studies of the Pennsylvania Department of Health.
Part I, Apr. 8,1980..

!
'

31. Letter from H. Rosenburg (HEW) to R. Goldsmith (NRC), stating number of |
i infant deaths in Pennsylvania for July 1979 (used in Sternglass 1/80 '

paper) is incorrect and should be revised Apr. 22, 1980.;

! 32. Franke, B., and D. Teufel " Radiation Exposure Due to Venting TMI-2 Reactor
i Building Atmosphere," Institute of Energy and Environmental Research,

,

Heidelberg, West Ger.nany, June 12, 1980.
.

l 33. " Nuclear Accident and Recovery at Three Mile Island " Subcommittee on
Nuclear Regulation Committee on Environment and Public Works. U.S.
Senate. Serial No. 96-14 June 1980.

.
.

34. Knox, J. , et 41. , " Utilization of the ' Atmospheric Release Advisory
Capability (ARAC) Services during and after the Three Mile Island
Accident " Lawrence Livennore Laboratory, Report UCRL-52959, ;

July 1,1980,
i

35. " Staff Studies - Nuclear Accident and Recovery at Three Mile Island," |
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation for the Committee on Environment and 1

.

Public Works, U.S. Senate, Serial No. 96-14, July 1980. .

.
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36. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission NUREG-0738, (U.S. Environmental *

*

Protection Agency, EPA 600/4-80-049), " Investigations of Reported. Plant
and. Animal Health Effects in the Three Mile Island Area", Oct.1980.

37. Takeshi, S., " Assessment of the Release of Radiation and of the Exposure
Accompanying Nuclear Power Plant Accidents - The U.S. Three Mile Island
Nuclear Power Accident " Kyoto University, Japan, Oct.1980.

38. Houts. P., et al., " Health-Related Behavioral Impact of the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Incident," report submitted to the TMI Advisory

/ Panel on Health Related Studies of the Pennsylvania Department.of
Health Part II, Nov. 21, 1980.

39. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-1728, "The Feasibility of
Epidemiologic Investigations of the Health Effects of Low-Level Ionizing
Radiation " N. Dryers, et al., Health Systems Division Nov.1980.

,

40. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0636, "The Public Whole Body
Counting Program Following the .Three Mile Island Accident " Dec.1980.

41. Houts. P., et al., " Extent and Duration of Psychological Distress of
Persons in the Vicinity of Three Mile Island " in Proceedings of the
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.-

iT'TUS OF RAD 10LO310AL 1*4:ACT STUDIES **
FED'*. THE ACCIDENT Ai THREE MILE IS'.AND'-

*
..

As a resu1 of tne a:ciment at Tnree Miie Islanc, Unit' 2, the ra:iological
,

.

em trens of the site have been the suciect of intense, and comprenensive

radiation monitoring and radiological impact studies. These investigations

included assessment of the causes of the. accident and of the radiation ex-

posures and potential impacts, during and subsequent to the accident: to

the workforce, the general population within 50 miles of the site, and the
!

terrestrial and aquatic emironment relative to effects on domestic animals

and wildlife. Many well known and respected agencies and organizations par-

ticipated in this effort to assess any impact resulting from the accident.

Among those conducting the most comprehensive radiological assessments were:

Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW),

Emironnental Protection Agency (EPA), commonwealth of Pennsylv ania, Metro-
'

politan Edison Company, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (tiRC).
'

,

'The radiological monitoring programs which these groups initiated during the

first few days after the accident included the placement of environmental

thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) within a 20-mile radius of the site, aer-
,

ial and ground radiation surveys, monitoring of liquid effluents from the site,

sampling and analys,is of local milk, food, soil, vegetation, and grass samples,;

2' _and analysis of surface and drinking water, in addition to these monitoring
i

* programs, the utility had TLDs and air particulate monitors in place at the time

the _ accident began. in order to assess if there was any potential airborne

contanination, a whole body counting syster, was set up in Middletown twelve "

.

e
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oays after the accident. Wnole body counts of 753 men, women, and children -

living~ within 3 miles of TMI were successfully performed during tne following

21/2 months with no significant findings of radioactive contaminates in any

of the individuals.

Radioactive Releases

!

The principle radioactive materials released to the erwironment appear to be

the noble gas isotopes of xenon and krypton, as well as trace amounts of radio-

iodines, primarily 131 The primary xenon isotope released was 1331 h. All of

the krypton isotopes released during the accident hwe relativ'ely short half-

lives and no measureable quantities of these isotopes wers. detected immediately

following the accident. Monitored yenting of the THI-2 reactor containment

building a year after the accident (June 28-July 11,1980) resulted in a fur--

85ther release of approximately 44,000 curies (C1) o'f Kr. Estimates of the to-
6tal amount of noble gases released during the accident range from 2.4x10 to

013x10 C1, with the lower estimate being the most accepted one. Between 14 and
1115 Ci of 1 are believed to hwe escaped from the plant. . Plant HEPA and char-

coal filters presented particulates and most of the airborne radioiodines from

escaping.
,

At least 17 isotopes in measureable quantities were released to the Susquehanna

River from the TM1 site in the 45 days following the accident. (The City of Lan-

caster agreement of 2/27/80 prohibited the discharging of any further accident *

9enerated waste water into the Susquehanna River. This agreement was not violate:1)

P.ost of the isotopes released were released in low concentrations and at infrequent
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inte ry al s'. Results of calculations to determine the maximum doses that an in- .

dividual would receive as a result of ingestion of water and fish from the Sus-

quehanna River indicate that the health and safety of the public'was not endan-

gered, nor was there significant erwironmental impact.

Erwironmental Monitoring and Sampling Resultso ,
,

Assessment of the Tl.D and other monitoring data indicate that the major offsite

releases of radioactive materials occurred on the first day of the accident. The

highest direct measurements were obtained on site (3000 mR/h (P+Y) and 400 mR/h

(y) int'.icated in the plume over the plant on March 29) and at r.etrby Kohr Island.

"The release quickly disspated and exposure levels on the ground on-site were or-

ders of magnitude less" (NUREG/CR-1250, p. 389). Measurements indicated that the

plume traveled to the north-northwest. ,

131in general, following the accident, leiels of 1 detected in air samples were

3on the order of a few picocuries per cubic meter (pCi/m ) or less (the maxim 9m

permissible concentration (MPC) in air in an unrestricted area is 100 pCi/m3),

The highest observed I concentration offsite was 110-120 pCi/m This mea-.

surement was made, on April 16, 1979, four days af ter changing of the filters in

TMI's process ventilation was initiated.

Following the accident, thousands of erwironmental samples (of air, water, milk,

vegetation, soil, and foodstuf fs) were collected by the various groups monitoring
'

the area. Of the radionuclides detected (139Cs; 895r and 903r,133Xe, and 131 )1

in some of these samples, "only very low levels of radiciodines and radioxenons
.
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can be attributec to releases from the accioent *(NUREG/CR-1250, p. 3!!9). Tne !
; r

-

"
.

-
,

; trace quantities of radiocesium and radiostrontium detected in a few samples
.

;. !

i are attributed to residuai global fallout from prwiously condu:tec nuclear wea- |
1

: pons tests. 'Of the nundreds of samples of milk taken, small concentrations
!

of 131 1 were detected in only a few samples. The highest concentration found I

. . .
.

,

'was 41 pCi/1 in a sample of goat's milk. This level is well below the EPA pro-
1

, ,

tec'tive action lwel for milk of 12,000 pCi/1. In an article in Science, E. |
4

,

j Marshall states that " China's most recent nuclear bomb test raised the iodine

level in milk near Harrisburg to around 300 picocuries per liter". Of the wer

800 samples (of soil, grass, water, and air) collected by DOE.1311 was found in

; only a few air and grass samples and,this was at levels only slightly abwe the

f' minimum detectable activities (MDAs). In an interagency EPA meno (9/11/79) to J.

j Harley, K. Miller states, that in situ gamma-ray spectra measurerents made at 7 i.

i- DOE monitoring sites showed "no indication of unusual contamination at any of

the s'ites". "The low lwuls of radiciodines and traces of radioxenons collected
'

in emironmental samples taken from the area around the TM1 Station confirm that
:

releases of radioactive material' from the accident were not significant, All of

the offsite analytical results were significantly below regulatory limits" (NUREG/

| CR-1250, p. 390). *
,

1
i

. In the months following the TMI accident, there were several questions raised con- |

'cerning potential effects on animal and plant life in the TMI area. The Pennsyl-
,

l' v areia Department of Agriculture (PDA) corducted a number of sur.'eys to determi,ne ;

f wnether there were any unusual agricultural problems which could be related to 1P,1.
'

St e of the types of animal health problems imestigated included reproduction 5.ro- I;

titms, tone and muscle problems, and unexplained deaths. Reported ef fects on ve;e-
"

.
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tation were also stuciec. The results of the above study found that "none of
,

the reported plant and animal health effects...can be directly attributed to

the operation or the accident at the TMI Nuclear Power Station" (NUREG-0738, p.29).

.

Estimates of Doses -

Radiological monitoring of the erwironment by EPA, HEW, 00E, Metropolitan Edison,
I

.

and .the Commonwealth of Pennsylvar.ia " confirmed that radiation levels off site

were quite low and remained so during the course of and subsequent to the accident"

(NUREG/CR-1250, p., 398). TLD data indicated that the maximum dose would be re-

ceived by an individual located on the east bank of the Susquehanna River. Esti-

mates by the Ad Hoc Interagency Dose Assessment Group, the President's Task Group

on Health Physics and Dosimetry, the Department of Energy, and others show that
'

the maximum of fsite individual dose was less than 100 mrem. The highest actual

individual offsite dose indentified was received by an individual who was on near-

by Hill ksland for short periods of time during the accident. The Ad Hoc Group

an'd the President's Commission calculated the most probable dose to this in-

dividual to be 37 and 50 mrem respectively.

Severa'l independent studies were performed using dif ferent methodologies to es-

timate the collettive dose to the population (approximately 2,164,000 people)

liv ing within a 50-mile radius of TMt. The results of these studies were simi-

lar, with the maximu.n population dose estimates indicating that "the population

dose could not have exceeded 5000 person-rems" (NUREG-1250, p. 399). The esti '

' ated annual collective dose to this population from natural background radia-m

tion is about 240,000 person-rems.
.

m_..
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ine average cose to an indivioual in this population was estimated to de no more' .

than 1.5 mrem. The HEW Puolic Health Service attempted to determine offsite ex-

posure from photographic film present in stores in the TM] area during the first

three days after the accident. They concluded that even if the fogging noted on

the purchased films was attributed to radiation exposure, the total dose would be

les's than 5 mrad.

Conclusion
.

The President's Task Group on Health Physics and Dosimetry concludes that in

spite of serious damage to the plant, most of the radiation was contained and
,

"t he actual release will have a negligible effect on the physical health of in-

div iduals". The average individual dose of approximately 1 to 1.5 mrem is equiv a-
,

lent to about one percent of the yearly exposure dye to natural background radia-

tion ~in the area. The President's Task Group states that ''the major health effect

of the accident was found to be mental stress".

.
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Enclosure 3

. *
.

James 0. Mason, MD, Ph.D |

Cire: tor, Centers for Disease Control |
1600 Clifton Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

Dear Dr. Mason:

The enclosed paper entitled, "Aamodt Motions for Investigation of Licensee's
Reports of Radioactive Releases During the Initial Days of the TMI-2 Accident'

and Postponement of Restart Decision Pending Resolution of This Investigation"
has been submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Comission in connection with
the Three Mile Island, Unit 1 (TMI-1) restart proceedings. The Aamodts,
authors o'f the paper, allege that there were massive radioactive releases in
the*early hours of the TMI-2 accident and that these releases were
subsequently covered up by the licensee, NRC and others. The bases for this
allegation are (1) a survey the Aamodts performed which indicates a
significant increase in cancer incidence in the TMI area, (2) interviews with
area residents who claim to have experienced radiation-related health effects
during the early days of the TMI-2 accident, and (3) analysis of flora growth
abnormalities.

As a result of the TMI-2 accident, the radiological environs of the TMI site
have been the subject of intense, comprehensive radiation monitoring and
radiological impact studies by a number of federal, state and private
organizations. The findings from these activities do not support the
Aamodt's allegations of massive radiation releases, and do not correlate
with the Aamodt's survey findings of a significantly increased cancer
incidence rate.

,

However, the Aamodts' allegation of an NRC cover-up would tend to invalidate
the findings from any NRC staff review of this matter. Consequently, the
Comission is seeking an independent review. We request that the Centers for
Disease Control perform this review and coment on the findings reported by
the Aamodts and their conclusions of an increase in cancer incidence .
We request that this review be completed within a reasonable time.
This request has been the subject of previous discussions and correspondence
(also enclosed) between Dr. William Mills (NRC) and Dr. Glyn Caldwell
(CDC). ,

The Comiss n tha'nks you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

'

.

Nunzio J. Palladino.

Enclosures:
As stated
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nterviews with resiceEts in two areas which were in the path cf*

ractoactive releases from TMI-2 March 25, 29 and 30, 1979 cemonstrate
as,

cancer cetths seven times greater than the Pennsylvania average.

* Interviews with residents in these areas reveal that radiation-

related health effects were experienced on,(. arch 28, 29, 30 :

1979 which could have resulted from exposures of 5 to 100 rams or
.

more.

Analysis of flora growth abnormalities observed in the same

geographic area are demonstrably * the result of severe radia' tion

exposure.

These three sets of observations are compelling evidence of
:

release of airborne radioactive materials during the accident at THI-

2 orders of magnitude greater than have been acknowledged by the .

- .

Licensee, the NRC Staff or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. -

_

The significance of this conclusion, in the context of the
.

Nestart Proceeding, is that

1. the records of airborne releases of radioactive materials,.

during the.early hours of the accident,which the Licensee asserts
.

were," lost", were more likely intentionally destroyed to prevent
"

,

disclosure of the hazard the accidenf posed to the health of the

residents of the region.

2. the estimates of core damage and resulgant source terms were

intentionallyminiEizedonMarch 31, 1979 to similarly decei've the

public, and
- .

M
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2. although residents have atte=pted to raise the issu2 of

sericus health effects which occurred during the early days of the

acticent as 'eli as illnesses which have subsequently developed, the
,

*icensee has maintainec its posture of deception to this day,

asserting as recently as April 1984 in a newsletter to stockholders
. . .

that no human injury has been caused by the TMI-2 accident.

Therefore, we herein motion the Commission to stay its decision
'

in rendering a judgement as to this licensee's fitnes to operate the

TMI-Unit I until these allegations are fully examined.
.

-

|

2.0 IhTRODUCTION '

.

Restart of THI-1 is pendant upon a judgement that the Licensee's

management possesses the integrity needed to safeguard the public
-

fro- the potential dangers of plant operation. We herein present ~

,

evidence that, in the early' days of the accidentt people who lived at
'

high elevations in a generally northwesterly direction from the plant -

''

were subjected to radiati~on exposures of 100 rems or more. The
_

significance of this evidence lies in the fact that the Licensee, as

well as the NRC and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, holds a ,

; publicly stated position that raadiation releases at the time of the
.

accident were negligible and that this po'sition is supported by the
|
' villful withholding of data by Licensee which_would prove this

*' position false. * .

- Licensee asserts that missing radiation records from the first

p day of the acciddent and the missing vent filters were " lost". We

believe that they were intentionally destroyed. .

.
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Leycn' this, we believe that the subsecuen: ven, ting - with.

he*.icepter measurements of 1200 =r direc-ly over the plan: on March
-

*

SC, .579 - demonstrate the presence of hazardous doses to- rhe

pep $1stion.- These measurements were grossly epti=istic for two

reasons: First, the helicopter blades forced the plume away fro = the*

measuring instrument and, secondly, the measuring device did not

measure beta and alpha emissions from particulates, which, we
.

believe, comprised a significant portion of the re, leases.'

Finally, no dosimetry was on the ground in the areas we have

surdeyedwherewefoundseverehealtheffects. Yet, despite repeated

assertions by residents of the areas over which plumes passed the.t

significant radiation effects were experienced by them, not a single-

evaluation of these claims has appeared on the record of the Restart .

-. .

Proceeding. .

Following is a summary of the results of only a few weeks of
-

surveying the population in areas where several plumes passed in the
, ~

--

early days. ,

i

| *
t
,

3.0 THE HEALTH SURVEY
'

t . . .

3.1' METHOD

A group of wo=en*, several of whom had expertise in conducting
|

| survey, went'from door.-to-door. A form, organized on the basis of

infor=ation provided by Dr. Carl Johson of Denver, Colorado'was used.I

| (See Attachment 1.)
|

___________________

|

L 9The primary interviewers were Francine Taylor, Korma Ritterspach,
|

Jsne Lee and Marjorie Aamodt. Assisting were Joyce Corradi, Linda
! Earash, Sally Stephenson, Drenda Witmer, Marie Inslee, Paula Xinney,.

Susan Folta, Helen Hocker, Mary -Osborn, and Erna Weaver. Also
interviewing were Austin .Ritterspach ' and Cory Iolta,

i
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Tne areas selected were ones where resicents had experienced

erythema and metallic taste durint the early cays of the accident.

One ci :nese areas was six =iles northwest of the plant (Area 1)and

-he other, three and one-half miles southwest (Area 2). A third

area, seven miles northwest of the plants, .was cho,sen because of its

high elevation (Area 3) and clear view of the TMI plants. Figure 1
.

summarizes these area characteristics as well as age distribution of

the residents. ,

'Amost every household was willing to provide the information

solicited. There were no refusals in Ar'ea 1, four in Area 2 and 2 in
.

Area 3. The interviewers represented themselves as a group of

citizens interested in health issues.

Several other residents of the TMI area, not in the preci,se -

areas surveyed, but residing or working in the area northwest of the :-

plants were also interviewed because we learned of their unique
.-

experiences.

While the questionnaire did 'suggest' symptoms, the interviewers

found, without exception that this did not more than remind the

participant. All interviewers ~ were of the opinion that the residents.

'"

were conservative in their provision of information and that what was

obtained was less than actually existed. For instance, a woman with

an obvious lump in her arm did not mention it until the interviewer
. .

.

.

questioned her about it.

.

I

'
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1.0 EES'OTS OT SURVEY

Inc survey produced the following significant infor=arion:

a. a tancer death rate for each area frc= six to over eight

times greater than expected.
.. .

b. a large number of cancers and other tumors diagnosed after

*

1979,

c. a number of other serious health effects, and
'

d. first-hand accounts by residents of exposure to plumes in

each of the areas surveyed. -

|-
.

3.21 CANCER DEATH RATE

. Figure 2 presents the cancer death rate analysis. Based on data
.

' ~

obtained concerning only those 313 persons about which information _.

was obtained, the overall cancer mortality rate (or the five year
#period since the accident was 6.5 times higher than expected. Even

'

if it were assumed that there were no, cancer deaths among the 144
,

persons about whom no information was obtained, the mortality rate is

5.2 times higher than expected. The highest rates were in Areas 1

| and 3. These areas also provide the-most reliable data since

|

essentially the entire populations were surveyed.
1
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I c.U.2 2 C/JiCIE LIAE EA5 ANI3 YSIS
*

-

.

.

- A.:ZA 1 2 3 12

Nu ber of houses in Area 3B 93 15 14 3
'

'Io a1. Number of households , ,

1979 - 1964 42 17

'Eumber of Eousehold about which '

Infor=ation was obtained 40 56 14 110-

.

Number of Persons about which .

Infor=ation was obtained 112 156 45 313

Estimated Number of Persons in
all Ecuseholds 1979 - 1984 116* 288* 51* 457*

Iztected Cancer Deaths ,2 based-1
i

c.; All Persons in All Households 1.27 3.10 0.55 .4.93
Fersons alcut which Information - .

was'obtained 1.21 1.68 0.48 p.37
'

9 4 20Actual Cancer Leaths 7 '

-
.

Ra-io of Actual to Expected
3ased on A13 Fersons 5.51 2.90 7.26 9.oro.

5.79- 5 36 s.33 s.q93ssed on Iersons Surveyed -

|
.

1 -

Istimated on basis of 3.1 persons / family not surveyed|
+

i

( 'I - 215.6/ loo, coo /yr. - Konthly '[ ital Statistics Report, Table 21,
| Vol. 31, No. 6, Supplement 9/30/82

2 For five year period 1979 - 1984
,
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2. : CTHER HTJ.' TH ETTECTS - DIA0 NOSED CANOERS AND ~'JMORS_

Shewn below .re the number of diagnosed cancers and other

tum::s among livin5 Persons in each of the three areas. These data'

wculd suggest a continuing cancer mortality rate far in excess of

I
' '

that expected.

.

FIGURE 3 - CANCERS AND TUMORS DIACNOSED - PERSONS LIVING

*

AREA NUMBER

1 6 _

,,.

2 10 .

3 3

ALL 19
-

.

-

-
.

: 3.23 OTNER HEALTH EFFECTS -
-

,

Other health effects picked up by the survey were most notebly - .-

- five cases of anemia, four cases of spontaneously ruptured or
-

_ ,

collapsed organs, seven persistent rashes and eleven birthing

abnormalities in nineteen pregnancies.
!

*

Three of the four cases of ruptured or collapsed organs occurred

i in Area 3; the fourth case was in Area 1. A fifth case -(subject of
|

Affidavit 6) occurred out of the areas surveyed but in a|

t

northwesterly direction from TMI and to ais individual who was

subjected to fallout from a plume on Friday, March 30, 1979.

.

|
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F 0U?.E 4-COLLA?SIf AND RUPTUF.ED ORGANS
-

Effect Year Age '

, <s
Lung Collapsed 1980 19

Acraic Valve Ruptured 1981 43

-Spleen Ruptured 1983.. 53,

Kidney C,ollapsed 1983 55 (Approx.)

Artery to Heart 90%' Blocked 1984 29
'

.

.

Theelevenbirthingabnormalitieswere-asfo$1ows: one. birth

defect, miscarriage (fetus outside of uterus); four other
| .

miscarriages, one stillbirth, three Caesarean Sections and one

premature. The dates of these occurrences were not identified in all

cases, however all, occurred since March 1979. The birth defect and.

the pregnancy outside the u'terus occured in 1979. -
-

;.

> ~
> .

_

'
3.24 STATEMENTS OF RESIDENTS WHO EXPERIENCED A-PADI0 ACTIVE PLUME

DURING THE INITIAL DAYS OF THE ACCIDENT .
- .

' Affidavits,1 through 7'present first-hand' accounts of the

touchdown of plumes. , The individuals supporting Affidavits 1 through *

.

4 reside in the three areas surveyed. Affidavit 5 presents
i

additional evidence of plume touchdown near Area 3. Affidavit 6

! presents the account of a resident' insult from a plume several miles
-

.

beyond Area 1 on a northwesterly line from TMI. Aff,idavit 7 presents
i

j anLindividual's experience with a plume six and one-half miles north

l.

| . northwest of TMI before 8 a.m. March 28, 1979.

( !

j Figure 5 se:marizes the date, location and extent of each

[ individual's experience.

'
.

i

- , , , . _ . ~ - . - - _ _ . . _ , _ _ _ . ~ , - . . . . . _ - . _ . - . - . _ . . _ . . , _ _ . _ . _ - . . _ . _ . . . . _.
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7:0UT.I - 5 INDIVID"A1.S* RADIA720N FXPOSUP.I '

.

--y

ATFIDAV!7 APla DATE : .?.FTOP.S

1 1 3/29/79 E ythemia
Metallic Taste
Burning Throat
Hair Loss
Rashes -

2 2 4/2/79 Erythemia
.

Metallic Taste
Nausea

4 3 3/28/79 Tearing Eyes
(evening)

.

'5 Near 3 3/28, Nausea
'

29/79 Metallic Taste
Exposed Film

6 Beyond 1 3/30/79 Erythemia
Tingling Skin
Hair Greying and Loss 2'

Discoloration of Skin -

. Skin Cysts -

,, . .. - - - -c
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.- 0 K.OIATION EFFI"!S ON Pl.AICS
.

Affidavit E was ,provided by Dr. James I. Ounckel, thg world

authority on radiation effects on plants. Dr. Gunckel's affidavit

pro ides an explanation for the nunerous abnormalities observed in a

variety of plants by local residents. - -

.

Dr. 'Gunckel examined plants and leaves ,provided by Mary Osborn

of Swatara. The flora were gathered in the area of her home,
.

approximately six and one-half miles north northwest of THI. Other

specimens were provided by Helen Hocker from her yard which is

appr ximately three miles northwest of THI. Also considered was

Affidavit 9 of a farmer located two miles west of the plant.

.

5.0 DISCUSSION [ ,

The suggestion that the cancers present in the areas surveyed -

wereinitiatedbyradioactivereleasesfromtheTbiIaccidentdefies
.

. the generally accepted theory of a period of considerable latency
,

'

following exposure. We suggest that this theory is not viable in the

present case. We believe that the critical exposure was to beta and
.

~

| cipha particulates and that the general biological effects of this

irradiation were similar to that described by Dr. Gunckel as'

1

1

| cffective in plants. (See Affidavit 8.)
|

The hypothesis 'of particulate exposure is s'upported by
,

* .

Affidavits 1, 2, and 6. The reddening of skin occurred on exposed

creas. According to Dr. Edward Branigan of the NRC, the dose would

be in excess of 100 re=s. (Verbal co==unication with Mary Osborn)
.

6
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* ' Aitacup.w. we present no baseline for cancer cetths for tha
,

selected areas for tne five years prior to the accident, we believe

tna; ne residents reached back to recall 'recent' cancer deaths. In

Ares ; two cancer deaths prier to 1979 were reported. We conclude

tnat there were few cancer deaths (as would be expected in a

popularion of this size), possibly only the two reported in these

areas in the five year pre-accident period. This conclusion is
-

'

supported by the frequently-expressed opinion of the residents as

well as a medical doctor, a paramedic and two nurs'es we met in the

area that, since the'THI accident, the ocurrence of cancer has
!

increased enormously on the west shore and that life is terminated in

a more rapid fashion than would be expected.

Although no data is available for expectations of cancer and

- other tumor diagnoses, as well as the other health effects, the -

'

numbers of ocurrences of serious health problems in a population of
_

.

this size is alarming. Particu'.arly so, when according to the '

residents, all of these effects ocurred after March 1979.

We attempted to have soil samples from the areas analyzed. A

spectral analysis has not been co=pleted. EPA soil sampling since

the accident was recently published .however we have not had ant

opportunity to view the data. This information has not been provided

in the Restart Proceeding. The only information concerning soil
'

- sampling that we h3ve found in the studies of the accident is an

assertion in the Rogovin Report (Vol. II, Part 2,'p. 389) that

although several radionuclides were detected in some sa'mples, they

could not be attributed to the accident. Alpha particulate
-

_

contamination was not determined since it was assumed that uranium



--- . .__ _

-10-
,

an: plutonic: isotopas ,had not escap2d in view of the Licensee's

representation of only one to two percent core damage. These ,

pesitions are nc lon6 r tenable in view of the more reced?%
~

rece;nition of extensive core damage. Alpha emitters, if ingested or

inhaled, can produce severe health effects. ( See Attachment 2.)
.: .

Aside from the failure of NRC or the Licensee to survey for

alpha particulate contamination, we have little confidence in any

official data so-far provided. An independent dose assessment study
.

com=issioned by the Burg'er Fund about two years ago and conducted by

'Jan Beyes may soon provide some more reliable information. This

study has been completed and has received peer review, however it is,

unfortunately, languishing in the court in Harrisburg.

Although the Beyea study may provide conclusive evidence to'
.

-
' .

support our position that the the serious health effects on the west
-

shore are related to radioactive releas'es during'the initial days of
.

the accident, consideration of our motion need not await its

publication. The personal affidavits ~ provide clear evidence of high
.

radiation dose to residents of the west shore. The health data shows
.

.

severe effects on the ' health of the residents in the areas studied.
~

. Accordingtoanauthority(SeeAttac$m~ent2,p.151)"Whereasthe

effects of radiation are nonspecific, i.e. , other agents or diseasesJ

can cause the same damage...where the effects of radiation are being
'

studied, conclusions can (only) be drawn on the basis of in cidence

of a- particular type of damage above that normally occurring in a ,

;

co= parable-poulation." Clearly the incidence of cancer deaths in the
,

areas studied far exceeds the expected, and th s high incidence isi

clearly tied to the TMI-2 accident by the personal experiences of the

tesidents w'ith high radiation exposure.
.
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:: is a fae: that the Licensee. :ne IGO and the Cc=monwaa'gth of

:-ennsylvania have no data in their possession which can define the

quan::.:y cf radica::ive materials emi::ed ove- the area's of this

stucy during the early days of the accident. On the other hand, the

reecrd is replete with evidence of radia:ica release records being
- - .

" lost", filters being " lost" and calculations and measurements of

'

high dose rates being explained away or denegrated. (See NUREG-

0600,11-397; II-3-18; II-3-77; NUREG-0760 at 31-33. )
.

.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
~

,
'

< .

The evidence is here. A grossly high cancer mortality rate is

present exactly where plumes traveled in the early days of the
,

accident..The fact that radiation monitoring data and TMI plant
.

~ records have been " lost" or misconstrued only emphasizes the point

that the Licensee conspired to hide the serious.iess of the accident.

The Licensee alone monitored radiation releases during the initial
.

days of the accident. -

.
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7.0 MOTIONS ,,

1. We move that tee Cc= mission act ediately to investigate the4-

cire;.:=sta.nces surrounding the f alsification of radiation emission

ir.for=ation in the early days of the accident and during subsequent
*; .

investigations of the accident. We move that the Commission take a

prime role in this investigation.

2. We move that the Cemuission postpone any decision relative to
. .

restart of Unit I until .the matter of Motion 1 has been fully.

resolved. -

!

Respectfully submitted,

t
. . -

- $1..L U S 9 $ '
- .

J
-

.

.

Marjori'e.M. Aamodt
I ~

|---- !!----- b ----------

Norman O. Aamodt
.

. . .

.

t

! -June 21, 1984
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A?r: DAVIT i
, ,

-_ _ dOn A:ril 24, 1954, I,- - - --- = - , a--- - w--;
_

Ja provided the following information in response toe --

a cuestiennaire presented by Francine Taylor of Lancaster, Pa. and to
harjerie Aamoct in a subsecuent interview that same day. I also
previded Ms. Aamode with a letter which was addressed to Governor
TnornburEh and is dated November 19, 1961. I never received an answer
te this letter. The letter is attached to this affidavit and is to
be considered a part of it.

At the time of the TMI accident, I .vas living at us e sur-smswtmar ,
not far fro = cy present home. This area is approximately four miles
northwest of THE Concerning my experiences following the accident at
I?G: On Thrunday, March 29, 1979, I was working all day with my son in
our garage. The garage doors were open. That night when I took a shower,
my face, neck and hands looked like I was at the seashore and got burned
real bad. I felt nauseous. My eyes were red and burning. I felt like
I was looking through water. Friday morning when I got out.of bed, my 3ips
and nose were blistered, and my throat and inside my chest felt like fire.
It tasted like burning galvanized steel,. My-son had similar experiences
He was 22 years old at the' time. On Friday we decided to evacuate. While
packing our' truck, a township police officer, in a closed car, shouted
over his loudspeaker system, " Bill, don' t brea th this air. Cet inside'"
We spent the first night in Mechanicsburg with relatives. We convinced

'

nther family members to go with us and traveled to Front Royal, Va on
Saturday. We stayed at a camp ground in Front Royal for about one week

i During this time I experienced severe diarrhea which caused rectal bleeding
We took one of our dogs with us, a German Shepherd, female. 'Following
our arrival in Virginia, the dog passed only blood from the rectum an@
ileed from the nose and mouth. Since I felt that these conditions may
have been caused by nervousness due to our flight, I gave her a sedative
When we returned home, we went in the garage first and found our male'
Cerman Shepherd had died. His eyes were milky white. We had provided
abeut 100 lb. of food and 50 gallons of water, however, he had only drunk

| water, about five gallons. It appeared that he had thrown up some of this
water before he died. We had five cats that lived in a box on the back
porch. All but one was dead. All cats had milky white eyes. The one
living cat had one eye that was milky white: skin grew over this eye during
the following weeks. This cat lived for about six mg.nths af ter the accident.
She had kittens prior to her death... The kittens were born dead and hairless

| I should also note that we noted a metallic taste when we entered our ha
home after the evacuation.

My son and I have both experienced hair loss; mine was on my head,
arms, legs and torso. This hair has regrown. My son lost hair on his arms
and torso, which has also regrown. In 1981 a sore developed on my leg.

| The sore remained for two years, healing af ter we moved to florida The
l ef fected area is still detectable as a faint discol' ring. The skin waso

| inflammed , open, and raised; the doctor's diagnosis was uncertain. Also
in 1981 my wife, PumMR, was diagnosed as having paroxyrmal tachycardia
and in 1982 as having an underactive thyroid. I have also experienced ,

problems with my heart. Although I had had a slight nummer prior to the
accident, I had passed a physical required for racing cars. However, b
December 1980 I needed to undergo an aortic valve' replacement. I was
43 years old at the time.

The spring following the accident, our walnut trees did not produce
any leaves, gnd there were no walnuts. There were no flies or other flying
insects until July 1979. There were no birds , squirrels or pheasants

.

.
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The spring following the accident, our vainut trees did not* *

procuce any leaves, and there were no valnuts. There ware no flies
or other flying insects until July 1979. Tnere were no birds,
scuirrels or phessants for about a year and one-half following the =

accident. I found a number of dead birds. A number o{ nei bborsE
*

died of cancer.
In 19E3, I felt that I could not continue to live in this

ngighborhood, so close to the'Tr. plants. I sold my home and business
at considerably less than its appraised value and moved to Florida.

However, we returned this year and are living in a new home at g
@ , near our previous home. We got homesick. Ny daughter and
grandchildren live in this area, as well as other relatives , and
telephone consnunication with them was not suf ficient contact. My son
left with us for Florida and has stayed there.

I had been in business in Fairview Township, York County, for
twenty-two years. I operated an automobile sales and service shop.,

I was involved in co== unity affairs as a justice' of the peace and
in politics as a cou:=itteeman. *

All of the above information was previded voluntarily, and I
~

attest to its truthfulness.
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A.UIDAVI! 2

on May 5, 1954, I, , provided the following
information to Marjorie Aamodt at my place of residence on

6 My residence is approxi.mhtely 1-3 miles south west
,

of TM1 und is at a high elevation,
On Monday evening, April 2,1979, after returning from West Virginia -

where I had evacuated with my family, I worked outside on my camper from
approximately 6 until 7 p. m. My family stayed inside. When my wife
called me in for supper, my skin was burning. My face arms and hands
were reddened and remained that way for Ahner/.2 bes. ,I had a metallic taste.
I felt nauseous. I felt " funny in the head". I took a shower that
evening before going to bed. Since I had a head cold, I went to the

-

doctor's the next day. I told my doctor about my experiences the
following evening. He read from a book what symptoms are related to
radiation exposure. We noted that these symptoms matched what I had
experienced, however the doctor reassured me that nothing had come out
of the plant. Concerning the weather ' conditions on the Monday evening,
April 2,1979, I remember that there was a light mist over the area.

.
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AFF2BA C [9. .

O

I, M E6 h W .W M=="E Z3s'W .7 provided the w

following infor=ation to Marjorie Az=oct in a telephone eenversation

e. 7une 1E., 1964 I was ill with the flu at the time of the 'D(I

accroent. l was in bed most of the time. However, one clay, which I

believe was Friday, March 30, 1979, I was out of bed and decided to j

)..

shake out a throw rug. I, went out on the porch. It sounded as if it
,

,

was raining. The sound appeared to be in the trees. I could not see |

|
any rain so I reached out beyond the porch roof to try to feel it. I

did not feel any rain on my hands or ar=s'. I was extremely puzzled,
,

I was impressed by the stillness except for the sound of rain. There ;

were no sounds'of birds or other sounds to which we are accustomed.
'

This.'all seemed very strange, however I was too sick at the time to

pursue the satter further, so I returned to bed. My certainty in

dating this event on March 30, 1979 is tied to a telephone call I
.

received later that same day. A neighbor called to tell me that my

son had been taken from his school to Dillsburg because of the TMI*

.

'

accident, and she volunteered to pick him up.
'

~

,

*
.

I could never get the experience of the silence and the rain-
,

like sound out of my mind. Subsequently, several of my friends told
.

me about si=ilar experiences at the same time. One of these friends
- .

'

isE5 h y h @ M
1 * -

.

I and my sons remained during the accident. We would have

chosen to leave, however I am a widow, and I did not have

r sufflencient financial resources to leave.
s -

i . .
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ATTIDAVII 4

On April 28, 1984, at =y home, - - - - - - " - ~

:=23:n:5, I relatec the following experiences that I had at the time
ci the accioent at TMI. On Wednesday evening. March 28, 1979,
unavare of any problems at the TMI plants, s'y wife and I were outside
in the evening to take a walk on our =treet. The walk lasted
approximately ten minutes. That evening, my eyes began to water and ,

iburn. My eyes watered throughout the entire night. |

In the fall of 1982, I began to have problems .with my eyes. Myeyes felt like they wer'e burning. About three months after this
occurred, I decided to see a doctor. At this time the skin around my
eyes was irritated and red, and there was a distinct red mark on the
inner. side of my nose. Although the redness around my eyes has
disappeared, the mark on my nose has remained. -

The first doctor appeared unable to . help, and since'I was
troubled about my eye condition, unique to me during my lifetime, I
saw a second doctor. I also hpd a rash on my forearms which had come.

and gone since shortly after March 1979. This rash is
particularlynoticeable after showering and in warm weather. Th'e ',,

der =atologist prescribed Prednizone.
, .

In 1981, my wife @ was diagnosed as havIng fibroid tumors
in her uterus. These tumors were large, but were successfully ,

removed in September of 1982.,

I believe that my skin conditionr and possibly ay wife's tumors -

are related to some exposure we may have gotten from the accident at'

TMI. We were unaware of the problems there or any dangers to
ourselves untti several days after the accident. Actually, it was a
TMI worker who is a neighbor and who evacuated early on..the first day
of the accident who returned on the we,ekend to warn his neighbors to

~

ovacuate.
,

.
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ATTIDAVIT 5 =.

Or. .Fr i d s) , April 2T, 1981., I provided the following information*

te harjorie Aamodt in my dental office in a-sa"sean , Pa., located at
This information concerned my experiences on.

Wednesday and Thrusday, March 28 and 29, 1979. On those days, I
discovered that the X-ray films in my dental office in te!z!sulumiliPy, Pa.
were fogged. This of fice is located on the corner of ta=smangmEE!E!!!sbt.
N in a stone building # miles north west of TMI.
The film fogging can be described as algernately 1,ight and dark banding.
across the entire film. Approximately 75 films were " fogged". These filma.

had been placed in a little container for easy access in th.e X-ray room.
The X-ray roco has an outwall of cinderblock and gypsum board. The film

'

is #2 oral film, fast D film, 0.2 mr exposure. The machine is marked,

as ;70 XV, 7.5 m. asps, 3/10 sec. , for jaw exposure On Friday following,,

March 30, 1979, I posted new film outside the building each day for
entire week, however these films were not exposed: On Wednesdayan

and Thrusday, March 28 and 29, 1979 I experienced a metalish taste and
a queasy. stomach. I felt " funny" and expressed this feeling to my
receptionist. At that time I had no knowledge of the accident at TMI..
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1 , [ = r :-; e M W m m w .e--+ W S n m - _~- w w w
provicec the following inferrat:,on to Jane 1,ee and Marjorie Aamoct

~ on

.ay 11, 1984
On Fricay evening, March 30, 1979, I was standing on the front

porch cf =y home. My home faces south. It was raining, and the vind

was blowing. All cf a sudden the cat that had been let out began to
h o w'. it. a most unusual way. I had never heard a sound like that from

I called the cat by name, however it did notthis or any other cat.
From the direction of the howlips I could tell rhat the

come home.
cat was under the porch. I went over to the banni' ster and leaned
over to call the cat again. While standing in this position at the

side of the porch, I experienced a most unusual sequence of .

east
events. Suddenly, the wind stopped; there was a movement in the limbsTr.eof the trees next to the porch, and a wave of heat engulfed me.Then the wind started again.gust of heat brought the rain over me. I was so startled that I wentThis all happened in about one minute.
in, ~taking the cat, who had by now come up on the porch. I viped the

cat's wet coat and then washed my hands ,and face. My face felt

tingly. About an hour later, I washed My face again and wiped my
arms and less with the towel. I noticed that my army and face were
pink. I applied a lotion because my skin felt tingly. .

On Saturday morning, my skin was a darker pink, and there was an
itch at the front of my scalp. This was the only part of my scalp
that was not covered by a scarf. When I went to church on Sunday, my
friends co=nented that I looked healthy and sunburned. On this day, ,

hard little lumps, a little bigger than a pinhead appeared on my .

-

forehead and into the hairline. .

On Tuesday, my scalp felt prickly and tingly, so I washed my
hair again, shampooing it ,three times which is more than I
customarily do. (I generally wash my hair once a week.) About three

weeks later, I noticed that a lot of gray hairs had appeared across
the front of my hair. When I washed my hair that' week, c;y comb eas
full of hair. The next week, the loss of hair increased. I called my

hairdresser,6 who subsequently applied treatments which he
believed would arrest the loss of hair. The hair loss did appear to

The gray hairs have also disappeared, and my Nair is now
;

stop.
uniformly t-- n as it was before the events described.

In the subsequent weeks, the skin on my forearms and neck turned
darker and was scaly. This condition lasted for several years.
There is however some permanent discoloration however it not
prominent. My fprearms were, and continue to be, very sensitive to
the sun, becoming itchy with exposure. I try to avoid sunlight. I

have also noticed that if my arms are injured, the bruise will last -

longer than was normal for me prior to the events described above.

.
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f. number of spots nave appeared c: =y f ace anc ents:.. Tnaca-

appearac af ter the tiny.hard bu=ps want away. Six of th2s2 spots, or
p.= pies, remain. Some of the pimples have yellow centers. The size
of these pimples appears to have di=inished somewhat, and they are .

sensitive, however, I an unco =fortable with this conditjon of mynot
arin, unlike its conc: tion prior to the events described above.

.0f greatest concern to me presently is the loss of the function
of a kidney. Towarc the end of Nove=ber 1983, I was in renal
failure. Ny doctor described my condition as an unusual case. He

statec that one of my kidneys had died. I vis in Holy Spirit
Hospital under the care of Drs. Bean and Eaton. I have not fully
recovered,' and I have not been able to resume my customary social and
household activities.

I live on a farm with my husband. We* vere not able to evacuate
during the accident, altihough I wanted to leave, because my husand
would not ask anyone else to stay to do his job of caring for the
animals. Despite our continual attention to th_e cattle, we
GXperkenced the first deformed calves ever born on our farm the
follosing spring. The calves' heads hung to one side until they' vere

six months cid. Their necks appeared tvisted. I also noted that the
Norway maple by our home had deformed leaves which were curled at the
cdges.
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AFFIVADIT 7

- = -- -: ;=- reside at;, gc..m
six anc one-half miles north northwest of TNI. This was also my

residence at the time of tne TMI accident as well as that of my
husbanc, son and daughter. '

On the morning of March 28, 1979, my husband was putting his
tools into his truck. It was six o' clock in the morning when he came

*

in to ask me to go out and smell the air. I wondered to myself
-

whether it would be the Hershey chocolate smell or the aroma of
Capitol Bakers' bread. This tieme the air was different. The air

smelled like metal. It was overwhelming. I could taste metal in my

It seemed as though as every taste bud in my mouth couldmouth.
sense this metal. We were very puzzled.

Later that morning, at 8 o' clock, my son and I walked my
There was no. metallic smell in the air. .

daughter to the bus stop.
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. .

*

I , p - .c. - - e 7 o f G .wu~. .-- provided the following-- s

neighbor, and Marjorie lamodt at my age. homeinformation te Jane Lee, a
on on Monday, May 7, 1984 I provided this information -

voluntaruy anc attest to its truthfulness.
My home is approximately 2 miles from the TKI p1 E ta. My house

faces in that direction and is north west of M. I have several trees
in wy frontyard. One of these, a maple at the south corner of the yard
n*c xt to a wooden fence appeared to be affected by the accident at TMI.
Tnis tree is about .30 years old and is still living, however it has
undergone considerable changes. About a * week af ter the accident. I
noticed that the leaves in the center of the tree were turning brown.
The leaves then dropped off leaving a circle of defoliation about twelve
feet in diameter. The next year the barked dropped off many branches.
This caused these branches to die. About one-fourth of the limbs are

; now gone. The top of the tree, which was the area that was af fected
after the accident, now has few leaves. Two pear' trees, one a Keifer

*

and the other a Harvest, both planted in the late 1920's, have died.
814 trees had been good bearing trees prior to the accident, however
they a.# produced dwarfed pears after th'e accident. The number

/of pears decreased also. Since the accident, I can no longer grow
clover seed, because the clover yields so few seeds. In.1981,' the last -
year I grew clover, there were only 0 -/c seeds per stem, whereas 1.got
about TS- /;.15 sceds per stem before the' accident. This problem has
a ffected .other farmers in my area, but is not a problem on' a farm in this
area but at a greater distance from the TMI plants, approxit.2tely/2-h'nt les..

I attribute the decrease in seed production to the disappearance of bumble
, ,

bees that pollinate clover. Last year we had no apples from our 3 trees.
One apple tree, in the yard, started ' going bac.k' after the accident:
Last year, it only had a couple of leaves, threa blossoms and no apples.
The only crop that 'does good' is potatoes. We have had a number of
' problems with livestock including sovs th'at did not come into heat. These
sows were not born on my farm, but were purchased from a farm near here.

I was inside my house on the day of the accident and stayed in most
of the time. I have a rash 'back of my. ' ear'and down.on the side of my f ace'
ever since the Krypton venting began. -

I have lived in this area all of my life and have farmed since /9Q . .

.
.

-
. = e sesmen7_" '"MY ;;',,,*

-

A!L4m. !c - |ca<es on my yh fo/s caded h/d , eid
& p a s d u . & & p u e s 4 s- 4 6 8 4
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o; tne 1orrey Botanicci Club, .

i
!s

| icator.m Chief: James E Cunciel '

:.c,~. n
b..dee.m. N I maa 1
a .m n .

.

1:ar 11,195h
.

EFIIV.VIT 9
,

l
I h m careft117 exa..ined a few specimens cf ccr.ncn plints ecliected

shortly after the accident at DiI and ccrepared them with specimens collected
.

I

mere recently. The current abncmalities are probably 'carr.i ed ferward by
''

induced chrent: somal aberra'icns. There were a rn:mber of ancmalies entirely

ccuparable to those induced by ioni::ing radiatico -- stern fr.sciatice:s, growth
, -

,

! inula,tica, in6ction of extra vegetative buds and stem tumors.

):ost of the stem abnomalities described in the literataire, and in my own

experience, are induced by relatively high doses of I or gn=:ma rays extending'

'

over a pe:iod of. usually 2-3 menths. Notable exceptions, however, are eisilar
,

f. naponses to beta ray expecure frca radicisotcpes (P32, 2nU, CaU) and for
t

cnly 2h hours. In other words, it would have been'possible for the typeg
,

cf plant abnomalities observed to have beek in6ced by radicactive fallout
i

.

~en 1: arch 29,1979'
.

In discussing the general biological effects of irradiation, scrue clari-
~

g fication may be helpful. In plants, the dose rate (e.g., ar/hr) is much mon

: impcrtant than total dose (e.g., mr/yr) in inducing abnor:nalities. Furthe r,
'

the 8%uality factor" for' gamma and beta radiation is not the same as generally

assumed. In fact, I have incontrovertible expe:imental results to show ths.t,

.

bata rays are at least a cuality factor of two in plants.
; -

I am the world authority on modifications of plant growth and develogssent

induced by icnir.inc raitiaticns, having researched this area for 3h years at

| - tho Brockhaven National Leboratory and at Rutgers Univ ~ersity. The three

reriew papers appended attest.to my expertise. ,

# James T.. Ounckel

i . . - - . . _ , - . _ , . - . - - . , . - . - - - . _ _ - . - - - - . _ . - - . . - -
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ygg g _ [hdCasa nu..b2:
,

A ve:.: mar Cor.w:;r v.w. v. senv, ,

.ns te : .

cration:
s

!. Have you beer contacted by the pa. Dept. of Health survey on TV.27.. When7
*e

.. Ta:r.ily name Willing to participate? yes no
'

g yh- 3 /2 8MGN_Ca y99 3/30 M9J. Ta.-.ily merr.be rs t n e.me s t a't us sex 9
_

(doctof)
..

.

.

If deceased, when? Onset of illness Diagnosis Dr.

4 Current address and phone no.: -.

Address on 3/28/1979: -

% Persons outdoors? n_a.cg, _3/28-hours , 3 /29-h ours 3/30-hours . ,

-

!

u. If vacated the areat who M where 'when Jej,1--when returned

-
.

'

i

7t. Did anyone notice (indicate date, t'ime, who) -

a. unusual atmospheric conditions
b. metallic taste, smell
c. eye irritation, burning
d. skin'i ritation, , reddening"

e. Arritation of nose, throat, chest
f. experience .nause a - -

q. experience vomitino
h. experience diarrhea
1. experience headaches -

j. develop hypothyroidism hyperthroidism

k.' within 2-4 wks unusual hair loss or color change
~~

1.. red spots under skin bleeding gums
m. unusual bleeding
n. cancer form treatment doctor
o. later was there confirmed (doctor) anemia blood or thyroid disorder

8. women: If pregnant, date of last menstrual period before 3/28/79
Complications with pregnancy? stillbirth miscarriage
premature birth Date of birth Wt. at birth
health of child since birth
caesarean section Date of birth wt. at birth
health ofchild since birth crib death

'},Ilistory of disorders in family tree (leukemia, cancers, thyroid,etc.)

10. Animals. n a.me see in 3D9 inside/outside eli ve /de ed health oroblems

.

3 4. . Additional corr. vents '

. _ . _ - . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ ,_ _ ____ ,.-. _ _ __ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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;5: SECTION SA. . .

*
; i 2

would be compicicly absorbec cy 1.1;# of air Epwnt
em of alumm::.

{ ., I j 'I.-! 3 n wound also be absorbed by 1.13 em .

'

! !i gI I 4 E .i ! tne absorber thickness would be onivabout 0.25 meh ii,fi) '

;.!4 .E y * I-I *
'

4 I the aluminurrMnd over 30 feet for air.
.k The resuh of ionization is merely a conversion citI | ' ] ,, ~f g I 1 EI } } 4 I.
'

;

[[5ji3 =[ .i 3,j =yQ radiation energy into another form of energy withing '

! absorber, and it is these secondary effccu watch are| *S | 1 s I, [l* =d =
.s . JJ5.. em

i !c : ay e5M
.

the greatest importance m radiation protection work.: t ..

|jI E *, , i. *- !

l * 5 $i'! j$N }}]kI- The pnmary effects of ionization anc the distributie'-

|3 h. I I of this ioruzation over various path lengths m differe
..* 5 absorbers have been mentioned previously. The diff:z .- e

-)
..

'
; ent types of radiation also show different degreesg , .

J ,I E= s3 TI .| absorption and these differences also are biologicale

|j
j5 g'h d j gi! - significant. Alpha particles are heavy, slow moving.ag
.I fg ' $ $ I expend their energy in a relatively short path. They asj,*

i

g
! y'dI k 'I g :g g

E {{
" b. ; );

.g .

2 2 therefore, spoken of as showing high specific sonizatioa
,

j g, 0*;' i.e., a large number of ions are formed per umt length' 'ta"-

g, $ . j ij, j, ! .rf 3
! hj5 3a path in the absorber. Gamma and x-radiations, on ti

^

! 5'8
- -

l' !- i *;.I other hand, require a great thickness of absorber iN I %,f,f}#
"

.
"' ~

4 s. $ij ' complete absorption. Gamma rays and x-rays haveg [b . |EIdIs
4i *

f !.5 I!'I l .li low specific ionization, i.e., the ionization is spread o
E ' * over the relatively long path required for comp!cte ay g

9 sorption. Beta particles are intermediate m their specil#.{ ig
EI E ,; h ,3gi 'o != i tontzation.

,

t ugga s ~ = n3 |2 =-

| . 32 j f Biological Effects- -

,

! 8 !.
,

Jd I ne biological effects of radiation are considered he

2:jI {i $ 3k a ! E-3.j.i
*

) g i | only in sufficient detail to be of assistance in proble:.-

=: -,25EE2 E 3 3-
|

of radiation protection. Some of the information is at
$ . _Ej -! * I $ hb, requitec lor an understanding of tne concepts that ha

.

$j |!d;0E. i$h17j g I{
*

,
gone mio the formulation of permissible levels.E

Il
-

j,, *
X. rays or y rays, because of their penetrating natez : a. se

- -

,
,

may dissipate only a fraction of their energy m passew| g
's g ' 3 g$ g.{g

. $' r -$[g ,
,,,

through the body.This is particularly true of high.cner .-

Eg Ej rays. The energy dissipated is, of course, the absorb
g 8 4m"

[g'I
;I ! dose delivered to the body or peruon of the body.

*

j [g,I
,

! *6 .I i Radioisotopes, in contrast, may present a further as'

= g,y i } U;."*

f5i! 2II{ i ard when the materialis taken imo the body where aa - - --

3i! " -; * radiates the tissues or organs internally.The most serio
$ 'E 8C 5 i effects itom this standpoint are produced by the a em '

uj g |. X.s I ters such as Ra.11 and Pu. They are particularly marks

$ | ! ;| .I,;g ,N'fji s. . u
.

,,
'

i because a emitters outside the body expend their ener;
i .g g N$ cither in penesrating the clothing or the dead cells of t."15
It *(.g [.I. i ~8 E {EI.;j

F
8 | cpidermis: usually the radiation esnnat m am=* U8 i .! !!'

"| ~ ") ,3 *3'E! * M 3
.

j4 4 wi J , inr cellt. Once they are taken into the body via mgesti:! j-'

I j 'E I *f 3.: or inhalation, this same property of short range and hil
-.j !,! .! specific ionizauon meresses their relative eficet consid:

-

" C 5 ,

! ably. Emitters located in a small secuon of tissue silti
.

I radiate that small secuon very heavily.
-

.

g j_ jy Beta emitters can be both an internal and an extere'

gga"| 1 hazard. The range of most external $ radiation is grer

Ij | g.5j ~[j { | enough that theguter ussue,s,, at least.,will, be penetray
'

j | 3 The most common external effects have been radiatii- 5-

burny and malignancies of the slin. Internally thc3 m
'

_

.

me i.e , s#s..

"''' 'T -o s--=T'? '+g- --er--*re-ruv-m gir wp e-g 'y e--rw-wwwey39 e .g3-y a--w,,.,y=---g --+--.e.isp --s-mme.es.---+.w-e:- e.a--a-e'r-*-2=-*r"'------t-* *.--- ' v''Nev t-='''=+ w &
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RADIATION HAJ.ARDS '151s

,e. * 's

c,r= a e nnecrabie eflect Their specific inn ration none structure Atter oennsiiron. there
a r..cr. u .ough not as arcat at that tot a radiation. - tinuou,L gst;tf an,of 1,h_e ,isntcpe, wnic.Dy_is usually.& con-

~

rad,ual),y reduces
Tne pre:::eng paragraphs have empsasised the non- tne amou-* W.mt. The excretion rate ofsuch materials: : en eficets, particularly speenfic tonization. Mans- has been considered to follow much the same pattern as

acon:ary - crrecu can be caused bv the inniration the radioa:tive decay of ah isotope. The time reau. red
s ocess.1: may disrupt molecules. it may oestroy body hv the bocy to climmate one-half the total quantity 4:
:Gs or tne energy may merely appear m fmal Inrm => contams is thus referred to as biological half-life." Most
r. cat reicasec within the absorber. Dependmg on the lo- ni sne expenmental data on excretion seem to fit a power
:stion cf tne absaroint atom withm the molecule. the function which i' the resultant of a number of exponen.
:::::stien may c! may not d:srupt the molceule 18 this taals rather than a s,imple eXponentiaI funClion. but the

, r.mecuit is in a critica! place within the ecll. the Cell. concept ol' biological half-life is still used in dertving
as function. or its ability to reproduce itsell mar tic permissible levels. '

destroyed. Many of these processes are reversibic: that Such body deposits may depend on many physiolog.
is, camage caused by molecule disruption or cell dest rue- icalIactors both in the process ofdeposition and of excre.

', tion can be reversed by the usual reparative mechanism cretion. For many vears a high calenum diet was recom-
of the body. This is_ conffi,rmed _ bv experi e,rti.ajljala mended for radium, workers. as at was supposed that a_

g
thich snow that a fix,ed.inf at. dose smgadjut aver 2 large excess of calcium entering the body would reduce
;ened of weeks produces,ajmallgf_tfiret than the sa_me the amntant of Ra deposition. Actually, the relative
dIWiiefMdJnj,few min,uis.g. However, in the case of radium deposslion is a function of the ratio of radium.

'ge, acute dose or continued chronic overexposure,
to calcium in the blood stream. Unless the calc'ium level'.c is the possibility'that non-reversible damage will of the bloed is maintained at a very high value there wilt

; occur.
still be der >osition of' radium. De increase m the blood! Another type of cell change which is possible is that caletum required to cut the radium deposition by even a

the regulative functions of a thiue may be destroyed. In factor nf three would be impossible to attain,
~

,

this case a carcinoma fcancerl may be produced. As. Scandea the bone structure. common sites ofdeposition
; , though the mechanism is not fully understood, there is are th,c,,lu,ngs :Ln, d I,yrnph n. odes for I""'ad 9''-. and
,

dirret evidence that continued insult to a tissue may specilic organs for certain isotopes.,such as the thyroid
_ .

| poduce this result. The high rates of leukemia among for iodine and sniern for iron.
radiziogists. bone erncer among Ra dial painters, and A second consideration is that certain organs or tis.
k:p cancer among miners of the Czechoslovakian.

sues are more rad.osensitive than others. The membranes
,

!

German. and U.S. uranium mines all point to radiation l_i_ning the brnnchi are suoposediv ouite sensitive ty,g.
as the causative agent. This irreversible damage in diation anu inns is inc primary site of many lunst cancers

~~
'

chtrinie ra,diation exposure was apparenilv eumulady.g attribufed to inhaled radioactive rnaterial. The spleen is
ar.: the cumulative effects led to_thejjjogsic.s, also sensitiw to radiation and relatively emmit . dosesi

j 4 Internal Emitters. The biological effects of radiation hase oroduced more irreversible damage.i.n,,that.ptgan,
; i from radioisotopes in the body are complicated by sev- than m other nampf,.the hody.

* ' factors. In asy. determination of radiation effects. ~The organ most likely to be damaged because of the
.er in working populations or in animal experi. combined effects oi concentration and radiosensitiviivi

m:nts, the following factors must be considered: f t) the is known as the critical organ for a particular isotope.
location of specific isotopes in the body, and 12) the -In general, any cell in the process of division (mitosis)
relative sensitivity of different tissues to radiation. . is radiosensitive and for that reason a person is more

The general effects of external radiation have been sensitive to radiation during his growing period than as
pmbusly described but there are certain modifications an adult,
in the consideration of radiation from internal sources. Radiation Injury. .The effects of radiation,,afe.ponspe.
Th,e first is that different elements tend to localize in cific: i.e.. other agents or diseases can cause the same
different organs nf the body. e.F . Galcium or ~ trontium damage: For example, it n impossible in dietiny,ichs

a bone, iron in the red blood cells, and iodine in the between radiation-induced anemia and normallyincident
thyttid. This is true for any material which is metabo. anemia. Other possible effects such as lung cancer, leu.
lized fallowing either inhalation or ingestion. Of course, kemia, and bone cancer present similar difficulties.

! tt.any not readily soluble substances will remain in the In any case, where the effects of radiation are being
k:ss for long periods after inhalation. This means that studied conclusions can oniv h_ draw;n on.the hicie af
th: tot.a! amount of such a radioactive material is not incidence 7 aja~t3ju]ji.,iht gf damne above that nm.i
6stributing i:s dose uniformly but rather is concentrat. maily occurring in'a comnarable nonulation. If tabu.

,

' ins its effect on a relatively small fraction of the body. Eiio"I1's are made of incidence in a particular group.such
Mast of the hean metals tend to be deposited in the as chemical operators exposed to radiation in a process

*

.
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State RepreseIative StephenReeds i.etter to the NBC'

| s
'

August 2, 197f
e =o

| Ronormale Josep: M. Bentrie, Caatruan E
U.S. Nurlear hegulat ry Con =issior.,
Was.~.tnyter., Dis trart of Celu=hia

I
Dear C3 airman Randrie, |

* -.

|*
.

I an entirely baffled by the apperant refusal of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Co==:ission to have extensively reviewed the
reports by hund. reds of Three Mile Island area residents who, 1

during March 28-31, 1979 primarily, and at times subsequent,
experienced:

'

(a) metallic taste in their mouth -

(b) metallic or Iodine-like oder in the air
(c) irritated and watery eyes * *

(d) moderate or severe respiratory inflan=sation
(e) gastro-intestinal dysfunction and diarrhea

./ (f) disruption of the menstral cycle in fama.les
(g) skin rashes (some appearing as radiation burns)
(h) sh rp, abnormal pains in joints.

The U.S. Public Bealth Sdrvice and. Pennsylvania State Dept.
of Bealth are jointly conducting a survey of TMI area residents
to reecrd medical hism-ies so that. the full health consequenc s
of TMI' radiation releases in the next 25 years will be documented.

*

* hat is all fine and should be done. But why is there a complete
dis =issal by the NRC of any 1:=nediate indications of exposure to

*
,

levels of radiation higher than what were iz=nediately thcught the
first dates of the accident? Psychosenatically induced ailments
are possible with sone, but not with. hundreds or even mere persons
and I suggest this r.atter has been conveniently laid aside.

The NRC is charged with ascertaining full details about the
TMI accident. You are further charged with knowing the full effects
e f even low level radiation en pcpulations near to nuclear reactors.
Pailure to pursue the aforementioned reports from TMI area residents
.1i a dismal failure of your most i=portant safety rgsponsibilities
to the tens' of millions of people living near reactors, not to men-
tiin the people around TMI'.

I therefore recozznend that all available expertise be applied
to ascertaining the cause of these physical ailments associated
with the TMI accident and a completely accurate public disclosu.re
made of its cause and the level of radiation or conta=ination that
People may have been exposed to. T'b'd inability of both Metropolitan.

Edison and the NRC to know even to this day (or at least to have
disclosed if you actually do know) the levels of exposure is in
itself a major, most serious failing of pre-TMI accident obligations
by both parties. And if it is deter =ined that the exact cause of
these physical ailments cannot be deter =ined due to the lack of
adequate research on the subject pre-TMI, then the public should
knew the extent to which we indeed are unprepared to deal with
nuclear plant &=.issions.
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S'"IPEIN R. RIZ3
State Representative
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Publications of James E. Gunckel
,

IV. The Effects of Ionising Radiation on Plants: Morphological
Iffe:ts, The Quarterly Review of Biology, Vol 32, No.1, . March 1957

. . .
.

.

Modifications of Plant Growth and Develop:nent Induced by Ionizing
Radiations, Encyclopedia of Plant Physiology, Vol XV/2, 1965

.

Aberrant Growth in Plants Induced by Ionizing Radiation, with Arnold
H. Sparrow, Abnormal and Pathological Plant Growth, Brookhaven
Symposia in Biology No. 6 (1954) .

.

Ionizing Radiations: Biochemical, Physiological and Morphological
Aspects of their Effects on Plants, with A. Hr Sparrow, Encycylopedia.
of P.lant Physiology, Vol XVI, 1961
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Dr. Glvn Calowel.1
'

512I s'olforook Drive
5:ene Mountain, EA 30088

Dear Dr. Caldwell: -

.

The enclosed paper entitled, "Adamodt Motion for Investigation of Licensee's
Reports of Radioactive Release During the Initial Days of the TMI-2 Accident -
and Postponement of Restart Decision Pending Resolution of this
Investigation" has been submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
connection with the restart of Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 1. The authors of
the subject paper allege that, based on a surve' they conducted in they
vicinity, there is a significant increase in cancer incidence in the TMI area
resulting from the accident at TMI-Unit 2.

.

As I indicated by telephone on August 24, 1984, we would like your review and
comment on the findings reported by the authors and their conclusions of an
increase in cancer incidence.

Sincerely,*

ORIGINAL SIGliED BY

WillJAM A. !.:;tts-

,

Dr. Iilliam A. Mills, Ph.D.
Chief
Health Effects Branch
Division of Radiation Programs

and Earth Scienceg
,

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: ' .

As stated
.
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